2020 Legal Analytics Study
Bringing Value Into Focus

The 2020 Legal Analytics Study, conducted by ALM
Intelligence in collaboration with LexisNexis, reveals a tipping
point in the adoption of legal analytics among large law firm
legal professionals.
The study gathers insights from 163 large law firm professionals
to gain an understanding of the adoption, application and value
of legal analytics. This survey, conducted in December of 2019,
parsed questions into two major categories for all respondents:
questions for respondents whose firm offer/utilize legal analytics
technology and respondents whose firms do not currently
leverage the technology.
The results demonstrate that as exposure and adoption
increase, so does the understanding of how the tools can be
applied and the value legal analytics can delivers to their
practice.

90% of legal professionals
agree that using legal
analytics makes them a
better, more efficient and
effective legal practitioner

Key Findings | Adoption

The majority of law firms and users have adopted legal analytics.

business of law

70% of firms
are using legal
analytics

73% of respondents
at firms with access
are using them
directly or indirectly

practice of law
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Key Findings | Adoption

Adoption of legal analytics are rapidly increasing and projected to continue.

of respondents
have seen usage
within their
organization
increase over the
past 12 months

of respondents
plan to increase
their use of legal
analytics in the
next 12 months
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Key Findings | Adoption

Competitive pressures and client expectations are driving adoption of legal
analytics among law firms and users alike.
The primary drivers of legal analytics adoption are:

competitive
pressure

client expectations
that the firm has the
best technology to
gain a competitive
advantage

of users say legal
analytics are encouraged
or looked upon favorably
by clients
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Key Findings | Application

The greatest application of legal analytics is for gaining competitive insights,
followed by strategic case assessment and pricing, and pursuing new business.
Practice of Law Applications

Business of Law Applications

73% — gaining competitive
insights on opposing counsel,
parties, judges and more

48% —
determining
case strategy

59% — case assessment

68% — pricing projects

64% — demonstrating
expertise or competitive
advantage to clients

67% — competitive
intelligence for pursuing
new business
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Key Findings | Application

Legal professionals at firms without access to legal analytics believe there is
value in using these tools, indicating a belief that they are missing out on
potential value.

74% believe legal analytics
would be valuable for gaining
competitive insights on
opposing counsel, parties,
judges, and more

71% believe legal analytics
would be valuable for gaining
competitive intelligence for
pursuing new business

70% believe legal analytics
would be valuable for
demonstrating expertise or
competitive advantage to clients
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Key Findings | Value

Legal analytics users are realizing the value of legal analytics and see the
technology as instrumental for increasing knowledge and competitiveness while
improving overall efficiencies.
The top three benefits of legal analytics
98% of users say legal
analytics have improved
their law firm’s performance

say increases their
organization’s knowledge

say increases
competitiveness
90% of users say legal
analytics make them a
better, more informed, more
efficient and effective lawyer

say increases efficiency
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Recommendations
LAW FIRMS should provide access to the
legal analytics tools their professional’s
value and desire to remain competitive.
57% believe is it important for their firm to
provide access to legal analytics when
considering employment opportunities.

LAW SCHOOLS should look to incorporate
legal analytics coursework and adapt their
curriculum to meet the demands for new
skillsets and roles.
79% say legal analytics will foster new skillsets
and create new roles for legal professionals.
74% say legal analytics should be taught in
law school.

LEGAL PROFESSIONALS should seek
training opportunities to gain a stronger
understand of how legal analytics
technologies work and can be applied to
enhance their practice.

CORPORATE LEGAL DEPARTMENTS should
encourage, if not require, their outside counsel
to use legal analytics tools and consider using
these tools in-house to improve outcomes and
increase their competitiveness..

60% say that a lack of adequate training is
the greatest challenge to adoption of legal
analytics.

81% of users say clients encourage legal
analytics, while only 36% of respondents from
firms without analytics feel the same—
highlighting a disconnect between users and
non-users..
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Appendix:
Full Survey Results
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Demographics
Respondents to this survey were from a diverse group of law firms. To
acquire this information, a comprehensive survey canvassed opinions
across an extensive global legal market, seeking opinions from all
involved within the practice and operations of law firms.
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Methodology & Respondent Profile
77% of the firms listed are listed in the Am Law 200. 70% of the respondents to this survey were attorneys
representing over 25 different practice areas.
By Title / Function

By Firm Size

1%

1%

Partner

5%
23%

9%

Associates
Business Development

4%
41%

Am Law 1 to 100 Firm
49%

Am Law 101 to 200 Firm

6%

Managing Partner
C-Suite

Not Am Law Ranked

Library Services
EDD

12%

Paralegal

28%
21%

Law Firm GC
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Respondent Profile

Top 10 Respondent Practice Areas

Functional Expertise

Corporate and M&A

20%

Intellectual property and technology

17%
47%

15%

Litigation
Transactions
Operations
Compliance / Regulatory

18%

Other

18%

Federal civil practice

14%

Labor and employment

14%

Insurance

12%

Capital markets and corporate governance

8%

Product liability
36%

“Other” includes analytics, business development, marketing, research
information strategy and knowledge management

Finance

8%
7%

Commercial transactions

6%

Personal Injury

6%
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Group Comparisons
Responses to the questions in this section came from both those that
have access to the technology, and those who do not. The perception
and value of legal analytics is directly proportional to the availability
and use of the technology.
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How important is it that your firm provide access to legal analytics?
66% of the respondents who have access to legal analytics technology, stated that they believed it was
important that their firm provided this technology, as compared to 35% of the respondents whose firms do
not provide access.
Not very
important, 7%

Neither
important nor
unimportant,
22%

Not at all
important, 5%

Very important
9%

Very important,
31%

Somewhat
important, 35%

Respondents with access to legal analytics

Not at all
important
26%

Not very
important
17%

Somewhat
important
26%
Neither
important nor
unimportant
22%

Respondents with no access to legal analytics
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How important is it that your firm provide access to legal analytics – users vs.
non-users
When comparing users within firms that have access to legal analytics, there is a significant disparity in the
importance of access to the technology. 74% of the actual users find it important that their firm provides
access, while only 43% of the non-users attribute importance to the access.
Not very
important
4%

Very important
7%

Not at all
important
2%

Neither
important nor
unimportant
20%

Very important
39%

Somewhat
important
35%

Respondents with access to legal analytics, who directly
use a product or reports generated from the technology

Not very
important
18%

Not at all
important
11%
Somewhat
important
36%
Neither
important nor
unimportant
28%

Respondents with access to legal analytics, who do not directly
use a product or reports generated from the technology
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How important it is that outside legal counsel use legal analytics?
54% of the respondents who have access to legal analytics technology, stated that they believed it was important
that outside counsel use this technology, as compared to 23% of the respondents who do not have access to the
technology.
Not at all
Not very
important 5%
important 7%

Very important
2%
Very important
19%

Neither
important nor
unimportant
35%

Somewhat
important 35%

Respondents with access to legal analytics

Not at all
important 23%
Not very
important 13%

Somewhat
important 21%

Neither
important nor
unimportant
35%

Even though their
organization does not
leverage legal analytics,
23% of the respondents
stated that they think it is
important that firms
should utilize the
technology

Respondents with no access to legal analytics
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Current View of Legal Analytics
A majority of all respondents agreed to some extent that there is value in legal analytics improving the skillsets and overall efficiency of lawyers while
being recognized as an important tool by clients. Conversely, very few respondents agreed that judges looked favorably on the technology.

Makes you a better, more informed, more efficient or effective
lawyer?

53%

Is encouraged or looked upon favorably by clients?

81%
77%

36%

Will foster new skillsets or create new roles for legal professionals?

53%

Should be taught in law school/incorporated into curricula?

Is looked upon favorably by judges?
Access to Analytics - user

62%

51%

Will reshape the talent pool within law firms
(e.g., increase the number of knowledge professionals and data…
Should be mandatory for litigators within the next 2-5 years in order
to provide the most capable client representation?

Will replace lawyers or other legal professionals in the next 5 to 10
years?

79%
77%

53%

Will be replaced by more interactive, AI-based tools in the next 5 - 10
years

Has a good reputation for delivering quality results?

90%
86%

76%
74%
69%
71%

42%

25%
31%

8%

53%
53%

36%

22%

8%

25%

77%

Respondents within organizations
that provide legal analytics had
higher agreement rates in every
category but one (replacing legal
professionals) illustrating a more
informed understanding of the
technology through use and
application.
The view with the greatest disparity
in responses is around client
perception. Client development is
the prominent business use for legal
analytics among those respondents
that have access to the technology.

19%
15%
17%

Access to analytics - non-user

No access to analytics
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Responses to the above statements based on the total of “agree” or “somewhat agree”.

What do you think are the biggest challenges to legal analytics adoption at your
organization? (select all that apply)
Key challenges identified by respondents that do not have access to legal analytics were very similar to those that
have access to the technology.
61%
58%

Lack of training/understanding how legal analytics technology works
Resistance to new technology

31%

43%
47%

Economic pressures/Too expensive
Lack of trust in analytics technology

29%

28%
31%

Inability to recover costs

27%

Lack of leadership sponsorship

Respondents with Access

36%

34%
31%

Lack of meaningful insights and applications

Other challenges

43%

8%
11%

36%

Understanding how to use
the technology and economic
pressures were among the
highest identified challenges
within both respondent
groups. While resistance to
new technology was third
among firms with access to
legal analytics and lack of
leadership sponsorship is
viewed as a challenge for
firms that have not
implemented the tools.

Respondents without Access
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Respondents from
Organizations that Utilize
Legal Analytics Technology
70% of the overall survey respondents were from law firms that utilize
legal analytics technology.
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Demographics of Respondents Where Legal Analytics are Available
80% of the respondents come from firms listed in the Am Law 200. 69% of the respondents were attorneys.

By Title / Function

By Firm Size

2%

4%

20%

1%

4%

Partner
Associates

5%

Business Development
Am Law 1 to 100 Firm
56%
24%

11%

43%

Library Services

Am Law 101 to 200 Firm

Managing Partner

Not Am Law Ranked

C-Suite
EDD

11%

Law Firm GC
19%

Paralegal
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Use of Legal Analytics
75% of the respondents whose law firms have access to legal analytics have seen usage within their organization
increase over the past 12 month with 92% of the respondents personally planning on increasing their utilization of
the technology moving forward.
Identify your organization's use of
legal analytics over the last 12 months

Do you (personally) plan to
increase your use of legal analytics
in the next 12 months?

Somewhat Significantly
decreased decreased
0%
1%
Stayed the
same
24%

Somewhat
increased
47%

Significantly
increased
28%

Yes, a little
25%

No
8%

Yes,
moderately
30%

Yes,
significantly
37%

Continued and
projected growth in
the utilization of
legal analytics
validates the overall
effectiveness of the
technology within
those firms that
have access to the
technology
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Value of Legal Analytics Technology
91% of the respondents with access to legal analytics find that it is valuable to their firm. A majority of users see
the technology as instrumental in increasing knowledge and competitiveness while improving overall efficiencies.
Rank the value of legal analytics to your organization

Neither
valuable nor
unvaluable
7%

Not very
valuable
2%

Not at all
valuable
0%

Increased knowledge

75%

Increased competitiveness
Very valuable
35%

Somewhat
valuable
56%

Identify how legal analytics tools have improved your
organization's performance (select all that apply)

56%

Improved efficiency

52%

Helped land new business

46%

Provided better/more strategic client
counsel

37%

Helped retain/expand existing clients

36%

Increased speed of case assessments

32%

Improved legal arguments (or brief writing)
Improved litigation success rates

18%
9%
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Use of Legal Analytics for the Practice of Law
The primary uses for legal analytics in the practice of law is more focused to strategic case analysis and
preparation as, opposed to the more transactional-focused tasks and evaluation of internal performance.
Has your organization used legal analytics
for the Practice of Law?

How has your organization used legal analytics for
the Practice of Law? (select all that apply)
Gaining competitive insights (e.g. research on
opposing counsel, parties, damages, judges,…

73%

Case assessment

59%

Determining case strategy

No
23%

48%

Predicting likely outcomes of strategy or
arguments

Yes
77%

40%

Drafting more effective motions, briefs, or
arguments

36%

Finding and/or challenging expert witnesses

31%

Assessing our organization's litigation
performance

31%

Other uses

8%

“Other uses” includes contract analysis, eDiscovery, knowledge management,
process improvement, resolution strategies and time analysis
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Use of Legal Analytics for the Business of Law
Client development remains one of the main business uses for legal analytics.
Has your organization
used legal analytics for
the Business of Law?

No
20%

How has your organization used legal analytics
for the Business of Law? (select all that apply)

Pricing projects

68%

Competitive intelligence for pursuing
new business

67%

Demonstrating expertise or
competitive advantage to clients

Yes
80%

64%

Lateral hiring
Litigation finance
Other uses

29%

As previously shown,
the perception of
respondents who do
not have access to
legal analytics is that it
is not looked upon
favorably by their
clients, however those
who use the technology
see demonstrating
expertise to clients as a
top business use.

7%
4%

“Other uses” includes determining product ROI, diversity statistics
and law firm financial performance
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Rank how important using legal analytics is to your law firm for each
of the below tasks
Strategic insight, client development and case assessment are among the most important uses of legal analytics.

Gaining competitive insights (e.g. research on opposing counsel, parties, damages,…

36%

Demonstrating expertise or competitive advantage to clients

34%

Competitive intelligence for pursuing new buiness

32%

Pricing projects

30%

Case assessment

17%

Assessing our organization's litigation strategy

15%

Finding and/or challenging expert witnesses

14%

Predicting likely outcomes of strategy or arguments

11%

Drafting more effective motions, briefs or arguments

10%

Lateral hiring

10%

Very important

Somewhat important

7%

18%

42%

20%

44%

19%

44%

7%

8%

38%

35%

Neither important nor unimportant

3% 9%

38%

39%
36%
39%

Not very important

6%

10%

7%

8%

7%

14%

6%

13%
15%

6%
6% 3%

34%

32%

16%

3% 6%

31%

37%

29%

4% 4%

18%

38%

32%

3%3%

15%

42%

24%

Determining case strategy

Litigation finance

40%

12%
22%

Not at all important
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In the future, what is your opinion on whether your firm’s use of legal analytics for
each of the following tasks will increase, decrease, or stay the same?
Moving forward, strategic insights, client development and case assessment will remain the most important uses
of legal analytics.
Demonstrating expertise or competitive advantage to clients

81%

Gaining competitive insights (e.g., research on opposing counsel, parties, damages, judges, expert…

19%

76%

24%

Case assessment

76%

22%

Competitive intelligence for pursuing new business

75%

25%

Pricing projects

73%

1%

26%

Determining case strategy

66%

33%

Assessing our organization's litigation performance

64%

36%

1%
1%

Predicting likely outcomes of strategy or arguments

61%

36%

3%

Finding and/or challenging expert witnesses

59%

39%

2%

Drafting more effective motions, briefs or arguments

59%

Lateral hiring
Litigation finance
Use will increase

36%

56%
36%

Use will stay the same

39%
55%

5%

6%
9%

Use will decrease
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Respondents with
Access to Legal Analytics –
Adoption Rate
73% of the respondents that work for organizations that provide legal
analytics, take advantage of the technology, to some extent.
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Adoption Rate for Organizations with Access
73% of all respondents that have access to legal analytics, utilize the technology directly or through data and
reports generated through the technology by staff.
Do you personally use legal analytics?

Yes, I use the reports and
data provided by my staff
32%

No, I don't use legal analytics
products, reports, or data
27%

Yes, I directly use
the products
41%

Adoption Rate by Title
eDiscovery / Paralegal

100%

CIO / CKO

100%

Librarian / Library Director / Research
Analyst / Knowledge Manager

92%

Marketing / Business Development

77%

Partner / Managing Partner / Shareholder

65%

Associate

65%

Law Firm GC

50%

Responses include both direct and indirect use of the products. Non-lawyers have an
89% adoption rate within law firms that have access to legal analytics technology.
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What do you think are the biggest drivers of legal analytics adoption at your
organization? (select all that apply)
Competitive pressures and meeting client expectations are the biggest drivers for adoption for organizations
providing the technology.

Competitive pressures

58%

Client expectations

56%

Economic pressures/Control costs

47%

Risk reduction

Other drivers

Fear of malpractice

Adoption of legal analytics within law firms that have
access to the technology is client driven in terms of
remaining competitive and controlling costs. Fears
around maintaining professional responsibility (risk and
malpractice) are not a significant concerns currently.

17%

7%

5%

“Other drivers” includes the desire to leverage the best
resources to enhance client services, quality of work
product and streamlining the business.

“We want to win.”
– Partner who personally uses legal analytics
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Current View of Legal Analytics – Users vs Non-Users
Within law firms that provide access to legal analytics technology, the disparity of views is not as prominent
between users and non-users as compared to the disparity of views between respondents whose firms provide
technology and those that do not (see page 18). This validates the effectiveness of the technology throughout the
law firm, regardless of utilization.
90%
86%

Makes you a better, more informed, more efficient or effective lawyer?
71%

Will reshape the talent pool within law firms…

77%
79%
77%

Will foster new skillsets or create new roles for legal professionals?

81%
77%

Is encouraged or looked upon favorably by clients?

74%
69%

Should be taught in law school/incorporated into curricula?

76%

Will be replaced by more interactive, AI-based tools in the next 5 - 10…

62%
53%

Should be mandatory for litigators within the next 2-5 years in order to…

42%
36%

Has a good reputation for delivering quality results?

31%
19%
15%

Is looked upon favorably by judges?
Will replace lawyers or other legal professionals in the next 5 to 10…
Users of Legal Analytics

Both users and non-users
within law firms (9/10) feel
access and utilization to
legal analytics makes them
a better more informed
lawyer. This contrasts with
the 55% in agreement at
firms that do not have
access to the technology

22%
8%

Non-Users of Legal Analytics

Responses to the above statements based on the total of “agreed” or “somewhat agreed”. Users defined as
those that directly use the technology or reports generated by the technology
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Respondents without Access
to Legal Analytics Technology
30% of the survey respondents were from law firms that do not provide
legal analytics technology.
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Demographics – Organizations where Legal Analytics are not Available
69% of the respondents come from firms listed in the Am Law 200. 70% of the respondents were attorneys.

By Title / Function

By Law Firm Size

4%
31%

4% 2%
Partner

6%

30%

Associates
37%

6%
Am Law 1 to 100 Firm

Managing Partner

Am Law 101 to 200 Firm
Not Am Law Ranked

Business Development
C-Suite

14%

Library Services
EDD
Paralegal

39%

27%
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Rank how valuable using legal analytics would be to your organization for each
of the below tasks (select all that apply)
Similar to the respondents that have access to and use legal analytics in the practice of law, the potential value to
respondents without access to the technology is more focused to strategic case analysis and preparation as
opposed to the more transactional-focused tasks.
Competitive intelligence for pursuing new buiness

29%

Gaining competitive insights (e.g. research on opposing counsel, parties, damages, judges,…

26%

Demonstrating expertise or competitive advantage to clients

24%

Pricing projects

24%

Lateral hiring

16%

Finding and/or challenging expert witnesses

16%

Determining case strategy

11%

Assessing our law firm's litigation strategy

11%

Predicting likely outcomes of strategy or arguments

11%

Litigation finance

5%

Drafting more effective motions, briefs or arguments

5%

Very valuable

Somewhat valuable

16%

47%

11% 3%

46%
29%
22%

16%

Neither valuable or unvaluable

32%
47%

Not very valuable

11%

8%
8%

8%

14%

55%
19%

8%

14%

17%

46%

8%

24%
24%

40%

13%

22%

45%
38%

5% 8%

14%

29%
32%

14%

Case assessment

42%

17%
11%
11%

24%
26%

11%

16%
16%

8%

8%

19%
11%

Not at all valuable

11%
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Does your law firm plan to invest in legal analytics in the future?
Despite recognizing some value in legal analytics, only one-third of the respondents from firms that do not
currently utilize the technology, anticipate that their firms will be implementing the tools within the next two years.

Of those saying “no” to future investment in legal analytics
Yes, in the
next 6 to 12
months
8%

Yes, in the
next 12 to 18
months
8%

9%
9%
Partner

Yes, in the
next 18 to
24 months
19%
No
65%

Associate
55%
27%

C - Suite
Busisness Devlopment

Demographics of those saying “no” to future investment in legal analytics
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LEARN MORE:
LexisNexis.com/2020-Legal-Analytics-Study
linkedin.com/company/LexisNexis
twitter.com/LexisNexis

About LexisNexis Legal & Professional
LexisNexis leading global provider of legal information and analytics. The company offers
innovative tools for law firm, corporate, tax, government, academic and non-profit organizations
that help customers increase productivity, improve decision-making, access essential
insights and advance the rule of law around the world.
About ALM Intelligence
ALM Intelligence, a division of ALM Media LLC, supports legal, consulting, and benefits
decision-makers seeking guidance on critical business challenges. Our proprietary market
reports and analysis, rating guides, prospecting tools, surveys, and rankings, inform and
empower business leaders to meet business challenges with confidence. Please visit
www.alm.com/intelligence for more information.

Survey Methodology
To better understand how law firms use legal analytics
in the business and practice of law, LexisNexis
partnered with ALM Intelligence to field a survey on the
subject matter. The survey conducted as a research
study by ALM Intelligence, with collaboration from
LexisNexis, in December 2019, captured opinions from
163 large law firm (50+ attorneys) legal professionals.

All findings are based on the 2020 LexisNexis Legal
Analytics Survey, conducted by ALM Intelligence in
collaboration with LexisNexis, 2020 ALM Media
Properties, LLC. All Rights reserved.

LexisNexis and the Knowledge Burst logo are registered trademarks of RELX Inc. The American Lawyer is a
registered trademark of ALM Media Properties, LLC. Other products or services may be trademarks or registered
trademarks of their respective companies. © 2020 LexisNexis.
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